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IMPORTANT NOTE TO SUB-EDS.

In tonight's 'War Commentary' it should be noted that on page 1,

paragraph 2 should not be quoted without the qualification at the head

of paragraph 3 for otherwise paragraph 2 will be out of context and will

give a wrong impression.

There is also a piece of news on Page 2, two of the way down,
the name of the new War Commentator being given.

WAR COMMENTARY

Following is the text of tonights War Commentary by Air

Commodore R.V.Goddard, C.B.E., in the B.B.C. Home Service at

9.20 p.m. tonight:-

It’s been pretty poor weather for the time of year, don't you think? -

particularly for Air operations. Nevertheless, comparing this month's Air

operations with those of August a year ago - an August of brilliant sunshine, and

clear skies by day and night, when we were attacked by the whole force of the

Luftwaffe - I find the following facts: -

In the first three weeks of August last year the Luftwaffe made 4,000 flights

over this country in daylight. Our daylight air action over occupied territory and

enemy shipping from this island in August this year has exceeded 4,000. Our losses

have been only l/l0th of the corresponding German losses of last year. At the same

time our night effort - despite bad weather - has been more than double the

corresponding enemy night effort of last August.

I've quoted those daylight figures to give you a gauge of our effort, not

to make you think that we’ve been hitting Germany itself as hard in daylight as the

Luftwaffe hit South East England last August. We’ve not been staging an invasions

"blitzkreig". We’ve not had to re-learn the lessons of mass bombing in daylight.
So don’t assume that our day operations have had that character. But operations

like those carried out today are helping to reduce Germany’s capacity for war against
Russia and ourselves. They are reminding Germany that Hitler has created enemies

on all sides. They are testing, exploring, developing - and increasing in effect.

Remember, tho' air action is swift, its effects are gradual.

So without exaggerating the immediate effect, I think it right to draw your

attention to the scale of the air effort that your airmen are making day and night,

fighting and giving their lives for us and for the idealism which swayed us into

the war.
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And you should know too, that the price that has to be paid, though grievous,

is - by skilful tactics - kept in alignment with the imperious need to strike

the enemy where he feels it most.

To me, the years look like a succession of advancing loops such as a

Hurricane might write in the sky on his way home. Each year, at this time of

year, I feel as though we're turning over the top. From now on I never expect

to feel gay about the fall till we gather speed on the down-swoop towards

winter! Flattening out in the forward direction again as we pass New Year’s

Day is quite exhilarating. And then comes the best part - the resurgent climb

through Spring! Meanwhile, one is always on the look out for good news. It

would be nice to know, for instance, that the German armies in North Africa

were thoroughly uncomfortable and getting awfully short of necessities. Air

Force and Fleet Air Arm Squadrons have been sinking a lot of supply ships and

tankersdown there.

One never knows for certain what’s round the bend. In January, to my

dismay, I picked up the additional responsibility of talking to you every three

weeks or so - a responsibility, by the way, that I, in my turn, am about to

hand over. I think you’d like to know that Group Captain Helmore, whom I

expect you’ve often heard and enjoyed before, is going to be your Air

Commentator.

Since January we’ve been rounding the bend all the time into a succession

of now experiences and situations. We’ve been through a lot, together, and

don’t let’s forget "if hopes were dupes - fears may be liars". But you and

I still don’t know what’s going to happen next - and nor does Hitler: though

no doubt he thinks he does. What we do know is that prospects are very much

better. We’ve come to, a phase in the war when we can look at the war more

objectively - offensively from the Air point of view. We must think more

"How will this or that effect the enemy". For instance, "how will our

release from the heavy
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night blitz this summer affect Germany, later on?" instead of

thinking "will the night blitz next winter be as bad for us as it

was last year?"

Usually my talk has been concerned with air warfare and the

Royal Air Force; tonight although there are many other things to

talk about my commentary is about air warfare and you. For you, in

your capacity as a citizen rather than as a user of weapons, air war

is a business of the spirit - morale.

To see this war as it is, I suppose that we need to stand

aside from it and try to forget now it affects us personally. A

completely detached attitude of mind is, perhaps, almost impossible.
Bur an airman, incidentally, does get an advantage in that way. To

him, 'the heavens declare the Glory of God’ and the earth displays the

spirit of man. That’s particularly true of this island fortress. From

the heights, mankind, if visible at all, is all alike and insignificant

to the eyes - significant only to the mind. But the airman like eveyone

else soon comes to himself and the realities or illusions of human

life with him the knowledge that it's the spirit that counts.

I know a pilot whocrashed and lay unconscious for many days.

When he reawoke he described how, just after the crash, he saw his

wrecked aeroplane and moved about among his rescuers, seeing them

anxiously lay his damaged body on the ground. What distressed him

was not the sight of his body, but the anxiety of the onlookers and

helpers. He was distressed that he was unable to allay their alarm.

(This Commentator has sometimes felt like that!)

That pilot was beside himslf, as the saying goes. What part of

him was beside himself? His spirit.

I know, another pilot who, returning recently from an Atlantic

patrol in foul weather, and knowing that his fuel would not last out,
strove in the failing light and the riven mists of cloud and rain to

bring his craft and crew to safety. When
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finally he crashed into the sea he was knocked out, trapped and drowning.

In that unconscious and desperate state he seemed to watch with calmness

and - he told me - even with pleasure, the effort
s

of his own body to free

itself. Then one of the wings broke away and tore open the cabin roof

above him and he struggled out and up to the surface of the sea.

Those two pilots had the rare experience of observing themselves

objectively. As a rule we only see our misfortunes and struggles

subjectively.

I like the second story especially, because the man was not

complacent about his condition, but yet he was not in the least distressed

or anxious. His spirit was still within his body, actuating its

unconscious exertions.

Now we, in this bounty, have in our way, been through thesame kind

of experience. We have, in this curl of the year, through the Battle of

Britain and the heavy night bombings, seen ourselves as a nation in mortal

danger and we’ve watched our own struggles and dangers. But there’s been

a difference in our attitude to ourselves from the attitude of the spirits

of those crashed pilots. We have, naturally, been very anxious; and our

anxiety may have caused some of us to fear that the direction of the war

has been lacking in enterprise or forethought. Many of us may have hoped,

that, by now,our armies would be on the march; that our Air Force would

be striking deeper, stronger and more relentlessly even than they are;
and that we should hold the initiative in strategy, as perhaps since the

Churchill-Roosevelt declaration last week we have begun to do. This

subjective thinking is apt to blind our objective view of the whole - like

a pilot who, as we say, flies with his head in the office. It gots
unhealthy!

As a race we British are idealists and consequently whenever we seem

to fall, we'retaunted as hypocrites. As a democracy we are zealists

and whenever we seem to lag, we're taunted by hyper-critics. If the

reaction from idealism is cynicism, the reaction from zealism is criticism.
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That's all-right, for free thought and free expression are our birthrights.

But, of course, cynicism and criticism aren’t necessarily wisdom; they
are merely reactions from disappointment. I'm inclined to think that while

good criticism is the test of rightness spilt-milk strategy is one of the

time-honoured vanities of democracy.

Since the Battle of France there’s been a spate of literature about

armiesand air forces, much of it written by people who believed they

were in a position to know. But their knowledge was partial and they
believed facts too often wrong. For instance, there are those who believe

that when our air forces were defeated in Crete, squadron after squadron
flew back to Egypt. Nonsense! When our airmen "were withdrawn from Crete

we had only seven aeroplanes still able to fly: four Gladiators and three

Hurricanes. Those seven were facing a thousand Nazi aircraft.

Surmise about nhat should or might be done may be good mental exercise

but it’s likely to be useless v/ithoui full knowledge. 5‘ Unfortunately
commentators often can’t help, you without helping the enemy. Every one

of the hundreds of conundrums that’s come to me has had some simple ans*.;er,

There have been no mysteries but there are secrets.

Mostly our doubts and fears spring, I suppose, from anxiety for the

future. Anxiety born of experience -the experience of things not fully
understood. Anxiety about leadership, or aboutprays and means.

Would you like to hear a Fighter pilot's reaction to anxiety? After

a fierce battle over France a few days ago, when our men were coming home,
one of them said to another on the radio-phone: "D'you know that

practically everything that matters about your tail has been shot away?
(That meant that there was little prospect of his making a safe landing).
The pilot in the Manx fighter craned his neck round and then replied:

"Crikey! There must be a war on". That was a good rejection of anxiety.
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As you know, making people anxious is one of the main objects of

aerial warfare. Aerial warfare - and I include in that; bombing,

propaganda, gossip and false criticism -aerial warfare gets at the mind,
at the will of a nation. Air warfare can only be sustained in the long

run by the mind and will of the nation being willing to sustain it. You

have a vital part in that.

In land warfare the aim is to overthrow theenemy land forces by
action from the outside - from in front - to impose military control after

the landforces are defeated. In aerial warfare, theaim is to accelerate

whatever decisive movement is in prospect - and to accelerate it not

necessarily by adding pressure in front, but by breaking down resistance

from behind.

Fortunately Hitler has got his people to believe that Germany, in

1918, went rotten inside before her armies were decisively defeated.

They’re aware that they went rotten internally last time under the stress

of war with us. They know that Hitler feared to fight us again. So

there’s plenty of reason for anxiety in Germany. The seedsare sown.

Air war succeeds by making people change their minds. To change
their minds effectually you've got to put the right ideas into their heads,

and make them growthere. The ideas which our bombs have got to hammer

into the heads of those Hitlerized, Goebbelized Germans are the ideas in

the Roosevelt-Churchill Declarations. Maybe that declaration didn’t hold

any idea that was new to us or the Americans. But if I’m not much

mistakenit will become the gospel of the German nation - and other

nations too - before this war’s done. But you’ll prefer to hear about this

from the Prime Minister himself. Let me just say this: without that

declaration, our bombs were acting merely destructively. with it, they

act constructively. Maybe it will take a long time. But it has given us

an aim thatwe must follow objectively with the offensive spirit.

There's a tradition that the spirit of a nation flowers fairest in

its fighting men. Air War has made us all fighting men. Your men in the

Services know that we're all made of the same stuff. Those who are face

to face with the enemy khow that it's you as much as they who’ve got to

triumph, and they know that every-day experience that spirit flowers in

action. So it's up to us all.

Meanwhile, the Nazis are being constrained to face the music - a

concerto for Percussion V sharp Major - performed by the Band of Brothers

of the Royal Air Force.
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